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previous minutes:


present:

- Allyn
- Charlotte
- Chris
- David
- Eric
- Hans
- Mark E.
- Mark G.
- Martina

minutes:

- status reports:
  - Allyn
    - Ontologies can now share the same content - rather than having a specialization make a new copy of inherited classes and properties. This required a few changes to the registration process, so I am now running through an end-to-end test w/ the Sealce.
      - sharing the same content is the last step to making the Q functional for CIM2
      - the next remaining piece of work is to be able to import/copy existing documents
      - I will deploy the next version of the Q as soon as that is working.
  - Charlotte
    - atmos specialisation + short table work
    - update CMIP6 experiment description
  - Chris
  - David
  - review github tickets for relevant issues
  - **TODO:** can act as a tester for the Q
  - **TODO:** describe process for providing support to ES-DOC officers
    - **TODO:** review wordpress site and start acting as editor in chief
  - **TODO:** draft letter for modelling group (white paper, 5 realms)
  - **TODO:** review github tickets
  - **TODO:** Discuss with Charlotte and Mark for conformance work (initial automation)
  - **TODO:** organise F2F 18-21st April
  - **TODO:** identify JULES people for land surface CMIP5 review
  - Eric
    - Message sent march 6 to the 3 "beta testing phase 2" groups: CCCMA: <john.scinocca@canada.ca>, IITM: Swapna Panickal <swapna@tropmet.res.in>, IAP: Bin Wang <wab@lasg.iap.ac.cn>
    - ocnbgchem short table done
- 5 realms ready for review
- started to look at land surface - waiting for experts to answer emails, get in touch (GFDL). Maybe someone from JULES in UK
  - Hans
  - Mark E.
  - Mark G
    - JupyterHub installation is progressing. Will do a demo next week. The installation is based upon a login per institute.
    - Latest experiments spreadsheet processed and ready to be deployed.
    - Fixed small issue with pyesdoc
    - updated specialisation descriptions, mindmaps, name of realms and short table ingestion into the mm
  - Martina
- Q demo (via appear.in)
  - TODO: can do this on 1000 CET Thursday w/ Eric & later again at the next telco
- Feedback from WIP for white paper
  - WIP telco tomorrow March 14th
- Wordpress site
  - TODO: all to review contents
- Seeding of CMIP5 into CIM2 + CMIP6 specialisation status (Mark)
- Update of ES-DOC PI report:
  - https://docs.google.com/document/d/19joU2-FbWW3KxBNG-rVgwYMYs5Jy1rLOS6AaMV9SWtl/edit
  - PI Telco to be called sometime after this
- Next Coding Sprint: https://beta.doodle.com/poll/sq5yedgmv4zg4fbr
  - 20-21th April for all team
  - probably in Reading
  - 18-19th for conformance and furtherinfo url ? tbc with Mark G (also in Reading to limit travel for Charlotte)
- next ES-DOC Telco: 20th march